
The A&P’s Guide to Mounting Action Cameras 
This guide is intended to provide a simple process to help A&P mechanics determine if they 
can install action cameras.  All steps in this process are backed up by FAA documentation. 
This guide is simply the opinion of Nflight Technology LLC.  This document is not to be 
construed as an official FAA document.


The first thing to be done is to determine if the camera installation will fall under a major or 
minor alteration.  This can be done by answering the following questions that come directly 
from  AC43-210A pages 14 and 15. 

Can you answer the following questions?


1. Is this a repair or alteration?  A camera installation will be an alteration. 
2. Is the scope of the alteration sufficient to process as a major change in type design? 
We asked the FAA to clarify the difference in a minor and major alteration in regard to camera mounting.  
They responded with a memo stating that the determination of a minor or major alteration must be 
considered on a case-by-case basis, but if the installing mechanic can determine that the camera 
installation does not have an appreciable effect on weight, balance, structural strength, reliability, 
operational characteristics, or other qualities affecting the airworthiness of the product, then it CAN be 
considered a minor alteration.  Please see attached memo.


14CFR 21.93(a) A “minor change” is one that has no appreciable effect on the weight, balance, structural 
strength, reliability, operational characteristics, or other characteristics affecting the airworthiness of the 
product. 

If you can determine that the installation meets the definition of a minor alteration, then you can proceed 
through the flow chart on Figure 3-1 by answering “NO” to 3.2.2.3.  Then move on to Figure 3-2.


3.  Is the installation listed in the product’s specifications? They are referring to the aircraft’s 
specifications, and, as far as we know, no aircraft has specifications that specifically reference action 
camera mounting.  This means we answer “NO” to this question.


4.  Could the repair have an appreciable affect on:  AC43-210A pg 15 Figure 3-2 
A. Weight? 
B. Balance? 
C. Structural Strength? 
D. Performance? 
E. Powerplant operation? 
F. Flight Characteristics? 
G.Other qualities affecting airworthiness? 

(If you can answer “NO” to the above, you can proceed to the next question.)


5.  Can the alteration be accomplished with accepted practices or elementary operations?  
Elementary operations are considered simple operations that require basic tools such as a screw driver.  
If you can answer “YES” to this, you can consider the installation a minor alteration and return the 
aircraft to service by documenting it in the maintenance records.  Figure 3-1, 3.2.2.1


SAMPLE Logbook entry:  

Installed NFlightCam Ball-Head Mount PN: 535 on left wing-tip with a #10 machine screw.  I have 
determined that this installation is considered a minor alteration per AC43-210A Figures 3-1 and 3-2. 
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Figure 3-1. Field Approval Process 
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Figure 3-2. Determination of Major or Minor Alteration or Repair 

 


